Before you start:
Confirm your parts list. Call 888.975.9555 if you find anything missing. Flatten carton lid to use as work surface to protect finish. Read all instructions carefully before proceeding.

Parts included:
A. 4 uprights
B. 32 bolts 32 lock nuts
C. 4 shelves
D. 4 wheels
E. 2 tools
  - Flat wrench
  - Hex key

You choose: A shelf or a tray.

1. Place 2 uprights (A) on the floor as shown inserting 8 bolts (B) through the holes in contact with the floor.
2. The shelf/tray labeled TOP must be used as the top shelf/tray. You choose - this can be used as either a shelf or tray.
3. Set the TOP shelf/tray (C) (furthest from wheel mounts) in place over bolts and insert 2 additional bolts at side locations. Hand tighten the nut over the bolt that is against the floor. Please note: fasten nut with the plastic end facing out. Tighten the two side bolts using the wrench and key (E). Use hex key and flat wrench in combination to tighten securely.
4. Repeat same process for remaining three shelves/trays. You choose - these can be used as either a shelf or tray.
5. Set up remaining two uprights (A) as shown in previous steps.
6. Install all wheels (D) and tighten with provided wrench. It is recommended that locking wheels are mounted diagonally across from one another.

CAUTION:
1. Do not allow children to move or play with cart.
2. Always push cart from narrow end.
3. Always push cart from middle shelf, not from top.
4. Always push the cart. Do not pull.
5. Move cart slowly.
6. Do not stand on cart or use as a ladder.
7. Weight limit 300 lbs. evenly distributed.
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